The operational knowledge of skilled technicians gained from years of experience is invaluable for an enterprise. Possession of such knowledge will facilitate an enterprise sharing technician's know-how and training of new employees effectively. However, until now there is rare efficient quantitative method to obtain this kind of tacit knowledge. In this paper we propose a concept of engineering-oriented operational empirical knowledge (OEK) to describe this kind of knowledge and design a framework to acquire OEK from skilled technician's operations. The framework integrates motion analysis, motion elicitation, and intent analysis. The modular arrangement of predetermined time standards (MODAPTS) is used to divide the technician's operational process into basic motion elements; and the variable precision rough set (VPRS) algorithm is used to extract the technician's OEK content, which combined with the technician's intent elicited via interview; the completed OEK is obtained. At the end of our study, an engineering case is used to validate the feasibility of the proposed method, which shows that satisfactory results have been reached for the study.
Introduction
Years of experience in an operational work can bring a technician much know-how for accomplishing the tasks efficiently. The operational know-how of the skilled technician is of great importance for an enterprise, which often has new workers to train and need to update the workflow to increase productivity [1, 2] . With the operational know-how transferred to novice, the novice can improve his operational skills and then increase manufacturing productivity and product quality. However, the operational know-how has not been sufficiently harnessed due to the lack of an efficient knowledge acquisition method [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, it is imperative to develop an efficient acquisition method for such knowledge acquisition.
Operational know-how is regarded as a kind of tacit knowledge, which is hard to formalize, communicate, and share with others [6] . The transformation from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge is a challenging task. Moreover, many of tacit knowledge acquisition approaches are based on the literal documents, for the documents might be suitable for explanation of procedure. However, it is very rare to explain the secret of the technical operation, which the skilled technicians have. The acquisition of operational know-how is more difficult compared to the acquisition of tacit knowledge based on the literal documents.
In the existing literatures, apprenticeship and observation are the most useful methods to acquire operational know-how [3] . Apprenticeship is formal arrangements where specialized knowledge or skill from a domain expert is passed to a novice. The novice can acquire the same level of competence as the expert after extensively practicing the skill for a prescribed period of time [7] . Observation is also recognized as a valuable form of acquiring operational knowledge [8] . By observing the actions of an expert, the observer gains insights into expert's practices and builds his personal knowledge base. For example, in order to obtain an experienced baker's operating technique, the employees of Panasonic worked together with the skilled baker for a long time, observing and imitating the baker's motion. Eventually, the employees obtained the baker's operational knowhow. However, apprenticeship and observation belong to the qualitative methods. The disadvantages of these methods are obvious: they are inefficient, time-consuming, and not replicable, for different acquisition results will occur due to different cognition and learning modes of observers. Therefore, development of an efficient and quantitative method to elicit operational know-how becomes an emergent task in the field of knowledge management.
Aiming at the obstacles in the field of engineeringoriented operational know-how acquisition, we propose a concept of engineering-oriented operational empirical knowledge (OEK) to describe this kind of knowledge and then present an explicit definition and the representation of engineering-oriented OEK. A novel OEK acquisition (OEKA) framework is provided in our study, which can complete the transformation from technician's operational motion to the structured OEK. The OEKA integrates motion analysis, motion elicitation, and intent analysis. First, the worker's specific operation process is divided into basic motion elements by means of modular arrangement of predetermined time standards (MODAPTS), which is a system used to analyze the performance of manual work [9] . Second, we combine the motion elements with scenario factors to establish the scenario model, and then the algorithm of variable precision rough set (VPRS) is used to extract the critical motion of skilled technicians. Third, the skilled technician's intent behind the OEK content is elicited with the aid of interview. At last, the structured representation of OEK is constructed in the postprocessing.
Our contribution in this work is threefold:
(1) We define the concept of engineering-oriented OEK and provide the structured representation of OEK.
(2) We propose an integrated OEK acquisition framework integrating motion analysis, motion elicitation, and intent analysis, by which empirical knowledge in the engineer's operation can be obtained.
(3) We demonstrate that the extracted OEK can capture the technical know-how and can be used for novices' skill training.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first review the related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we define the concept of OEK and then provide the representation model of OEK. In Section 4, we present the OEK acquisition method and its advantage. Section 5 describes the complete process of OEK acquisition. Section 6 provides a detailed case study. The comparison of our method with some related works is discussed in Section 7. Conclusions and future studies are outlined in the last section.
Related Works

Tacit Knowledge and Tacit Knowledge Acquisition.
Knowledge tied to the senses, physical experiences, movement skills, intuition, unarticulated mental models, or implicit rules of thumb is tacit [18, 19] . Tacit knowledge is rooted in the action, procedures, routines, ideals, commitment, and emotion, which makes it differ from the explicit knowledge that can be uttered and obtained as drawing and writing. Individuals with tacit knowledge are often unaware of what they possess and how valuable they are for others.
Tacit knowledge acquisition means eliciting tacit knowledge from various knowledge sources and representing it in the right form in order to share the knowledge among organizational members and reuse it [20, 21] . Up till now, many tacit knowledge extraction methods have been developed and applied in the fields of software engineering, manufacturing engineering, and health care [22, 23] . Many of these methods are based on literal documents. And with the development of natural language processing machine learning, the tacit knowledge acquisition methods based on document are more and more efficient and valuable.
Although the methods based on literal document are suitable for acquiring the explanation of procedures, they are difficult to acquire the essence of the operational knowhow [24] . In addition, traditional knowledge extraction techniques work well in eliciting tacit knowledge in literal documents. They do not elicit the intent of the documents. However, intent is an indispensable part of tacit knowledge; the intent elicitation should be integrated in the tacit knowledge acquisition method [25] .
Operational Know-How and Knowledge Acquisition.
Operational know-how is regarded as a kind of tacit knowledge [5] . Such knowledge does not originate from the literature or documents identified as explicit knowledge but originates from the experience of an individual [26] . Consequently, it is difficult to be expressed and transferred [27, 28] .
Many scholars have committed to obtaining the operational know-how and proposed many acquisition models or methods. In Table 1 , the existing literatures about operational know-how acquisition are analyzed from the perspectives of method description, qualitative or quantitative, object of extraction, applied technology, application field, and drawback.
These methods are divided into three types: qualitative method, quantitative method, and mixed method.
Observation and apprenticeship are classic qualitative methods for extracting the operational know-how of skilled technicians [3] . Observation is recognized as a valuable form of learning according to the social cognitive theory [8] . The observer gains insights into the skilled technicians' practices and builds his personal knowledge base by observing the actions of the expert [29] . Apprenticeship is formal arrangements where specialized knowledge or skill from a domain expert is passed to a novice. The novice will acquire the same level of competence as the expert after extensively practicing the skill for a prescribed period of time [7] . These qualitative acquisition methods are successful at transferring the operational know-how from experts to novices and are the focus of earlier literatures. However, these methods have obvious drawbacks, such as the time-consuming and the inconsistent acquisition results for the different cognition and learning modes of learners.
The quantitative method of operational know-how acquisition is another type, in which the specific algorithm or tool is used to elicit the operational know-how. Nakagawa However, the empirical knowledge representation in the method is somewhat weak. The mixed method is an integrated framework including qualitative and quantitative methods. Yoshida et al. [5] presented a mixed method to extract the tacit knowledge consisting of the skilled operations of skilled technicians in the manufacturing industry. The method comprises three aspects: the field-oriented interview, the human motion capture, and the video analysis. However, this method depends on the interview seriously and may reduce the effectiveness of knowledge acquisition. Nguyen and Zhang [2] extracted high-level knowledge rules from low level sensor signals by means of an unsupervised approach in the service. Their study focused on the activities of person and lacked explicit motion description. The mixed method integrates the advantages of qualitative and quantitative methods and may be suitable to obtain the operational know-how of experts. In summary, the explicit definition and representation of engineering-oriented operational knowledge are absent in the existing literatures. Such reasons have limited the development of standardized and effective knowledge acquisition approach. Our study aims to overcome these obstacles and present a novel and useful knowledge acquisition framework by means of mixed method. In the next section, the formal definition and representation of OEK are introduced.
Definition and Representation of OEK
Definition of OEK.
In this paper, the engineeringoriented OEK is defined as follows.
Engineering-oriented OEK is the operational knowhow comprising the specific motion combination, motion sequence formed during the repeated practice, and thinking of an individual, which are of value for bettering the production process.
In the manufacturing process, some manual operations are very simple. For example, in the drilling operation, an operator only repeats the simple motion combination "pull and push," as shown in Figure 1(a) . In other cases, the operation can be more complex. For example, in the molding operation shown in Figure 1(b) , the operator uses his left hand to grasp a number of parts, placing them into a mold and rowing them against the mold, while his right hand operates the machine. When the molding is finished, the operator removes the completed artifact. Such a complex motion sequence includes a series of motion elements.
Interpretation of OEK Definition.
Some key concepts in the definition of OEK are explained as follows.
(1) Operational Know-How Knowledge. Operational knowhow knowledge is the special knowledge that facilitates efficient engineering operations. This kind of knowledge does not originate from the literature or documents but originates from skilled technicians' experience [26] .
(2) Motion Combination. Motion combination is the integration of a series of basic operational motion elements without pause. Motion combination is a basic form of the content of OEK. This kind of OEK comes from an individual's repeated practice and thinking, which are the most effective and convenient motions for the specific operation. For example, a proficient welding operator would use some particular motion combination in the welding process, which enables the operator to finish the production with high quality and quick speed.
The motion combination is formalized as follows:
where denotes the motion combination and is a basic motion element.
(3) Motion Sequence. A motion sequence is an ordered set of several motion combinations, where the pause between motion combinations is permitted. As another form of the content of OEK, the motion sequence represents a complete operation method, with which a skilled operator conducts the most effective operation process.
The motion sequence is formalized as follows:
where denotes the motion sequence, { = , , . . . , } is a basic motion element, and { 1 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ } is a motion combination.
Representation of Engineering-Oriented OEK.
Knowledge acquisition is closely related with knowledge representation, for the manipulation of acquired knowledge largely depends on how the knowledge is represented to reflect domain experts' mental model and problem solving process [30] . The main body of OEK representation is OEK content incorporating the motion combination and motion sequence obtained from a skilled technician. Besides this, since OEK is related with the specific operation process and problem scenarios, it is indispensable to integrate the scenarios into OEK representation [22, 23] . The operator's intent assumes a driving role of the motions, so it should be considered in the representation of OEK. Moreover, the OEK obtained from an individual experience is not always reliable, so a credibility score should be given to indicate the reliability of OEK. Taking the above factors into account, a complete OEK representation should include the problem scenarios, contributor's information, core content, intent, and creditability, as shown in the following formula:
Methodology
In many cases, skilled technicians are not aware of the OEK they possess and how this knowledge can be shared with others. In the problem solving, the technician's OEK is activated by the factors of problem context to realize the specific intent. In our study, not only the know-how in the motion but also the intent behind the specific motion will be elicited. The completed OEK is not obtained until the intents matching the specific actions are elicited, because it is difficult to finish the OEK elicitation process from the operator's practical action to the structured OEK in only one step; we present a novel multistage OEK acquisition framework as shown in Figure 2 . The framework consists of five phases, which are (1) the stage of OEK sources identification, (2) the stage of motion analysis, (3) the stage of motion eliciting, (4) the stage of intent analysis, and (5) the stage of postprocessing.
The following knowledge acquisition techniques are used in the framework: human motion analysis, motion elicitation, and standard interview. In the previous literatures, each of them has been used separately. However, we construct a new data fusion analysis method which combines the three effectively and overcomes each one's weak point.
In the stage of OEK sources identification, the right manufacturing process or engineering problem is selected as the source of OEK acquisition.
In the stage of motion analysis, an engineer's operation in specific manufacturing process is captured and modeled. At first, an engineering problem in the manufacturing process is selected as the OEK source. And then the operator's operation is recorded by the video. At last, the motion and scenario model are established by means of MODAPTS [31] .
The target of the stage of motion elicitation is to obtain the OEK content. The variable precision rough set algorithm is used to elicit such knowledge.
In the stage of intent analysis, we use the standard interview to recognize the real intention of an expert's motion. The expert's motion matching the right intent will be retained.
In the postprocessing stage, the problem scenarios, contributor's information, and knowledge credibility are integrated with the OEK content. The structured OEK is acquired and the OEK acquisition process is finished.
Description of OEK Acquisition Method
Identification of OEK Sources.
The aim of eliciting the OEK is to extract and store the skilled operator's knowhow and train the novice operators. The complex operational process difficult to grasp becomes the appropriate candidate of OEK sources. The skilled technicians' OEK in such process will be used to support novice training. Moreover, the workflows needing to be optimized to increase the productivity are also the potential candidate of OEK sources. The experts' OEK will be valuable to aid workflows redesign and optimization.
Motion Analysis and Modeling.
The aim of this phase is to decompose the operation of operators into basic motion elements and then establish the motion and scenario model.
The operation is difficult to be accurately represented and quantitatively analyzed by direct observation [24] . The specific motion analysis tool is exploited to describe and explain the worker's operation [9] . The result of motion analysis can be used as the foundation of motion elicitation in the next stage.
There are four steps in this phase.
(1) Motion Capture. The motion capture is based on the stereo vision technique. It is introduced not only to acquire the time series posture data of engineers operating some equipment or machines but also to obtain the time varying relative position between the hand position and operated equipment [5] . In this step, firstly, stereo vision cameras are set on the appropriate place and calibrated. Secondly, the motions capture software on the PC to record the real operation of the operator. At the same time, shooting the operator by the video camera is started. It is important for video camera to take a position that does not disturb motion capture and cover the whole body of the expert engineer.
(2) Motion Modeling. In this step, the human motion is broken down into the basic motion elements based on the video shooting the operators. In production management field, the methods of motion analysis include therbligs, MTM (methods-time measurement) [32] , MOST (Maynard operation sequence technique) [33] , and MODAPTS (The modular arrangement of predetermined time standards).
The MODAPTS is a method used to analyze the performance of manual work [31] . In this paper, the MODAPTS is selected to conduct the motion analysis and modeling due to its advantages over others. First, MODAPTS, named "the language of work," is a useful tool of motion analysis, which can analyze the body motions required in a work task and the time those motions require in standard motion representation [34] . Second, MODAPTS is a simple, logic, effective, and low-cost motion analysis method and can be used with the aid of a desktop computer [35] .
The MODAPTS has two distinguishing features: element motion classes, expressed in alphabetic form, and time values, expressed in units called "MODS." The movement class denoted as "Move" (M) comprises motions done by body parts such as the finger, hand, or arm. The "terminal" class, comprising motions done at the end of an activity, consists of two kinds of activities: Get (G) and Put (P). The "auxiliary" class comprises motions that are not performed using body parts, such as walking, sitting, standing, deciding, and inspecting [36] .
(3) Scenarios Modeling. In the field of knowledge management and knowledge engineering, constructing scenario models will facilitate knowledge acquisition and reuse [37] . Scenarios model can be used to describe the complexity of engineering problem solving process and is important foundation of knowledge sharing and reuse [38] . Scenarios usually have characteristic elements such as the presupposed setting, agents or actors, goals or objectives, and sequences of actions and events [39] .
In our study, the scenarios model integrates processing goals and their subgoals and agents and their actions. In the scenarios model, agents and their actions representing the operators' motion combination or motion sequence are the essential elements and are used for eliciting skillful operators' OEK content during the next stage. The goal and subgoals in the model describe the different goals' level of process.
In the manufacturing process, the factors of "manmachine interaction" (scenario factors for short) should be considered in the scenarios model. The man-machine interaction explains the relationship between operator and machine. The special way of interaction between operators and machines or tools may be the potential technical knowhow of skillful operators, for example, the choice of tools and the preparation before processing. These factors do not belong to the motion combination or motion sequence and then are thorny to be described in the motion model. These factors are added to the scenario model. The integrated scenarios model is shown in Figure 3 . The model includes goals and subgoals of operation, agents and their actions, and story line. Specifically, the goal and subgoals describe the detailed production process. The agents and their actions represent the technician's operation, which can be used to elicit technician's OEK. The story line presents the sequence of operation; such information is often provided in the operation instructions.
(4) Establishing the Integrated Model. The information of product quality is added to the scenario model in this step. And then the integrated model is established as shown in Figure 4 .
Up till now, the completed information including operational process and result is established in the integrated model, which can be used as the fundament of motion elicitation in the next stage. 
Motion Elicitation.
Motion elicitation is the critical stage in the OEK acquisition framework. The aim of motion elicitation is to obtain the expert's critical motion and scenario factors affecting product quality. The variable precision rough set (VPRS) is a useful tool of knowledge acquisition and is employed to elicit OEK in our study [40, 41] . As a mathematical methodology, rough sets provide a powerful tool for data analysis and knowledge discovery from imprecise and ambiguous data [42] . The rough sets theory has been successfully applied in diverse areas, such as knowledge acquisition, forecasting modeling, and data mining. The variable precision rough set (VPRS) model is an extension of the original rough set model. The main idea of VPRS is to allow objects to be classified with an error smaller than a certain predefined level [43] .
Some Definitions Related to VPRS.
VPRS operates on what may be described as a knowledge representation system or information system [22, 23, 44] . An information system is a 4-tuple = ( , , , ), where is a nonempty finite set of objects; is a nonempty finite set of attributes; we have = ∪ and ∩ = , where is a nonempty set of condition attributes and is a nonempty set of decision attributes; is the union of attribute domains; that is, = ∪ ∈ , where is a finite attribute domain and the elements of are called value of attribute ; : × → is an information function which associates a unique value of each attribute with each object belonging to ; that is, ∀ ∈ and ∀ ∈ ; ( , ) ∈ .
Suppose that information system = ( , , , ), with each subset ⊆ and an equivalence relation , referred to as an indiscernibility relation, corresponds to partitioning of into a collection of equivalence classes / = { 1 , 2 , . . . , }, which represents that could be divided into subsets of 1 , 2 , . . . , according to equivalence relation . We will assume that all sets under consideration are finite and nonempty. The variable precision rough sets approach to data analysis hinges on two basic concepts, namely, the -lower and the -upper approximations of a set. The -lower and the -upper approximations can also be presented in an equivalent form as shown below. The -lower approximation of the set ⊆ and ⊆ is
The -upper approximation of the set ⊆ and ⊆ is
where (⋅) denotes a set of equivalence classes (in the above definitions, they are condition classes based on a subset of attributes ). Consider
Based on Ziarko [43] , the measure of quality of classification for the VPRS model is defined as
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VPRS Knowledge Extraction
Algorithm. The LEM2 algorithm proposed by Grzymala-Busse [45] is one of the most widely used algorithms and many real-world applications use this algorithm to extract knowledge. The VPRS knowledge extraction algorithm (VPRS-KE) originated from LEM2 and took the inclusion errors into account [46] . In our study, VPRS-KE is used to elicit the specific motion and scenario factors in the technician's operation.
In the VPRS-KE, a heuristic strategy is used in the algorithm to extract a minimum set of rules. All of positive regions and boundary region subsets can be denoted by , for each ∈ (the decision connecting with region is ). Given that 
[ ] − = [ ] ∩ ( − ) is the negative cover of on .
A decision rule is denoted by . The procedure of the rule extraction is summarized in VPRS knowledge extraction algorithm as follows:
Input: , each of the positive regions or the boundary regions subset in : ( ∈ ); is the allowed inclusion error for VPRS.
Output: , set of rules extracted from region .
Step 1. ← ; ← Φ
Step 2. While ̸ = Φ
Step 3. Begin
Step 4. Initialize the condition set of a rule with an empty set: ← Φ
Step 5. Initialize Current with all the attributes and their values in :
Step 6. Iteratively add conditions to , until set [ ] is included in the set with an inclusion error threshold : 
Eliminate the conditions which have been already used:
End
Step 7. Delete the redundant conditions:
End For
Step 8. Create a rule based on , and put the rule into :
Step 9. Remove the objects covered by from :
Step 10. End
Step 11. Delete the redundant rules:
Step 12. Output .
Intent Recognition.
In cognitive psychology, intent refers to the thoughts one has before producing an action [47] . Intent recognition is to identify the goal of observed sequence of motions and is performed by the action agent. It is a process by which an agent can gain access to the goals of another and predict its future actions and trajectories. The understanding of human intent based on human motions remains a highly relevant and challenging research topic [48] . In our study, the standard interview is employed to detect the underlying intent behind human motion. First, the skilled operators are interviewed to evaluate OEK content and explain the specific intent behind the motion. Second, the advantage of skillful operations and the disadvantage of unskillful operations will be recognized.
Postprocessing.
In the postprocessing, the related factors of problem scenarios, contributors, and creditability are integrated into the OEK content, and the completed representation of OEK is constructed. 
Case Study
In our study, a manual welding case is used to illustrate the proposed OEK acquisition method. This case originates from a real manufacturing company's production improvement project.
Identification of OEK Sources
. SQ company is a producer of new energy devices. The main product of company is LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) cylinders. The welding process is widely used in the cylinders' manufacturing. The head of inner vessel, due to its complex internal structure, cannot be manufactured by autowelding. Therefore, manual welding is employed in this process ( Figure 5 ). In actual manufacturing, the varying quality of the product causes much trouble for the company. The major reason for the product's quality variation lies in the different welding methods used by the workers. Because the training of new employees needs a long time, there are always novices and skilled operators in the company. Although the company provides the standard operation instructions, the novices usually find it hard to grasp the technique know-how. For the skilled operators, they often feel difficult to tell what their empirical knowledge is and what kind of operation is the best in guiding the novice. Therefore, it is an urgent mission to analyze the operational know-how of the skilled operators and elicit their OEK.
Motion Modeling
Step 1 (motion capture). Fifteen skilled technicians and fifteen novices were invited to take part in the case. In this step, motion capture was carried out in the real operation situation as shown in Figure 5 . It is important for the video camera to take a position that does not disturb the worker's operation. In our study, the wearable sensors were not chosen since they often burden the worker and affect human thinking [24] .
Step 2 (motion analysis). The MODAPTS analysis can translate the welding operation into basic motion element class codes and time values through video examination [9] . For example, in an assembly process, the operator's motion sequence includes "move the left hand to the component," "get the component," "move the component," and "put the component," which are assigned the codes M3, G1, M3, and P1, respectively. Thus, the resulting motion MODAPTS is M3G1M3P1.
In our study, the welding process is represented alphanumerically as motion element sets by means of IEMS software. Figure 6 illustrates an example of a MODAPTS for sequential welding operations consisting of grasping, inserting, adjusting, and welding operations. Table 2 presents the MOD representation of a fragment of the operator's welding process.
Step 3 (establish scenario model). In this step, the result of MODAPTS analysis is used to construct the scenario model. The operator's motion combination and motion sequence are the main part of the scenario model. The goal and subgoals of the operator are the assistant part of scenario model.
The scenario factors are considered in the scenario model. In our case, the "man-machine interaction" includes two parts, the interaction between operator and objective and the interaction between operator and tools.
In the part of man-object interaction, the factors consist of the position of the welding arc starting point, the number of rotations welding a pipe, and the welding mode.
In the part of man-tool interaction, the factors include the welding gun posture in the difficult process part.
The scenario model is shown in Figure 7 .
Step 4 (establish integrated model). The integrated model is established by attaching the quality information of each operation to the scenario model. In the case, the quality of welding process is evaluated by the standard of the enterprise. The evaluation criteria include the weld surface color and the quality of the weld seam. The weld colors include white, yellow, and black. White is the best Mathematical Problems in Engineering 11 (a) A case of welding process
(b) A MODAPTS analysis of welding process Figure 6 : The MODAPTS analysis of a welding process fragment.
and black is the worst. In addition, the weld surface quality is divided into three classes: good, medium, and poor. The integrated model is shown in Figure 8 .
OEK Content Eliciting
(1) Preprocessing. The preprocessing is the fundamental of the eliciting algorithm in the next stage. According to the characteristics of motion sequence and the requirement of VPRS algorithm, the following steps are conducted.
Step 1. Remove the meaningless motions, which have nothing to do with the operation, such as drinking and talking.
Step 2. Combine the repetitive motions, for example, combining M2P1M2P1M2P1 into M2P1 × 3. If the repetitive time of motion combination is more than 3, the time is represented as .
The structured result of preprocessing is shown in Table 3 . The explanation of header of Table 3 is as follows. ID indicates each operator. Steps indicate the subgoals in the operational process. Arcing point, the number of rotations, and mode choosing are scenario factors. Color and surface quality are the evaluation indices of welding process quality. In the content of table, null indicates no operation in the step.
(2) Eliciting Process. In this step, the initial OEK content is elicited by means of VPRS based on the result of preprocessing and is shown in Table 4 .
Intent Analysis.
In this case, the skilled technicians who participated in the experiment were interviewed to explain the specific intent behind the motion. The evaluation factors necessity and intent of the motions are listed in Table 5 .
6.5. Postprocessing. In this stage, the related factors of problem scenarios, contributors, and creditability are integrated into the OEK content. A completed representation of the skilled operators' OEK is obtained from the above stages. The structured representation of OEK is shown in Table 6 .
Discussion
Comparison of OEK between Skilled Technicians and
Novices. The OEK obtained by our method is the specific know-how coming from the experience of skilled operator; such knowledge indicates the motional difference in the critical operational steps between skilled and unskilled operators. In this section, we will discuss such difference between skilled operators' OEK and novices' motions in order to evaluate the value of OEK.
We analyze the difference from two aspects of time consumption and energy consumption performance in the same operating procedures (Step 3, Step 5, and Step 6). We calculate the operators' time from the operation videos. In order to measure the energy consumption of different operators, CATIA, as leading human factors engineering software, is used as the platform to model the human motion and provide the energy consumption. Figure 9 is the CATIA simulation of different operators. The results are shown in Figure 10 .
The difference of time consumption (15.6 s and 10.5 s) between skilled and unskilled operators is obvious according to Figure 10(a) . However, to our surprise, the energy consumption of unskilled operators is more than three times that of skilled operators (1190 cal and 313 cal, see Figure 10 (b)). The plausible explanation is the importance of OEK, which not only improves the product quality but also releases the operators' fatigue and then increases the operators' safety. Furthermore, the result of comparison demonstrates the accuracy of OEK acquired by our method.
Comparison of Our Method with Related Works.
The evaluation framework of requirements of elicitation technique is used in our study. It is regarded as a reasonable and acceptable method to evaluate elicitation technique, although it is a qualitative evaluation method [49] . The evaluation framework includes four factors (elicitor, informant, problem domain, and elicitation process); and each factor includes some detailed attributes. In the evaluation framework, a compiled technique adequacy table is used to select the most adequate techniques for a specific application context [50] . In this section, the evaluation framework is revised and used to compare our study with related works in the context of The result of preprocessing.
ID Step 1
Step 2 Step 3
Step 4 Step 5
Step 6
Step 7 engineering empirical knowledge elicitation. The advantage and adequacy level of our method under the context of engineering-oriented OEK acquisition are discussed as follows. The classical qualitative methods (observation [8] ), and apprenticeship [7] ), a kind of quantitate method [14] , and a kind of mixed method [5] are selected to be compared with our work. Three experts of knowledge management (two experts are university professors of China, and one expert is enterprise's senior manager) were invited to evaluate these methods using evaluation framework. The exhaustive description of factors is in the address http:// www.grise.upm.es/sites/extras/4/adequacy.pdf. The comparison among these methods is shown in Table 7 .
In Table 7 , the attribute values are expressed as the number of high, medium, and low values. Specifically, in the factors of elicitor and informant, the method with fewer requirements of person (elicitor and informant) is better. Accordingly, the number of low, medium, and high values is 2, 1, and 0 separately. However, in the factors of problem domain and elicitation process, the method with higher capabilities in the problem domain and elicitation process is better. Accordingly, the number of high, medium, and low values is 2, 1, and 0 separately, and the number of short, medium, and long values in the attribute of process time is 2, 1, and 0. The evaluation result is shown in the column of total score. The performance of our method is best.
The performance of methods in each factor is explained in detail as follows. (1) The first factor is the factor of elicitor. This factor includes two attributes: requirement of elicitation techniques and domain knowledge. The medium elicitation techniques and domain knowledge are required in our method, for standard procedure is provided in our method. However, the superior elicitation techniques and domain knowledge are required in the qualitative methods and mixed methods, which rely on more interviews or observation, and thus require more elicitation techniques and domain knowledge. ( 2) The second factor is the factor of informant. Three attributes are in this factor: informant involvement in the elicitation process, personality of informant, and articulability of expert's empirical knowledge. In our method, the requirements of informant involvement Step 5 Step 6 Right hand Arcing point Color Surface quality and communication with informant are less than those in other methods. In addition, articulability of expert's empirical knowledge in our method is medium. (3) The third factor is the factor of problem domain. Two attributes are in this factor: problem definedness and knowledge description. Our method has obvious advantage compared to other methods in this factor, because the explicit definition and representation of operational empirical knowledge of engineers are introduced in our study. These advantages can be recognized in the description of OEK acquisition method (Section 5) and case study (Section 6). (4) The fourth factor is the factor of elicitation process. Two attributes are in this factor: convenience of elicitation process and process time. Because of the explicit and standard knowledge acquisition process in our method, our method is more convenient than others in elicitation process. The preformation of our method in the process time is medium compared with other methods. In summary, our method has many advantages compared with other methods under the context of engineering operational knowledge elicitation.
Conclusion
8.1. Contribution. In our study, we propose a concept of engineering-oriented operational empirical knowledge (OEK) to describe the engineering-oriented operational know-how and provide the definition and representation of engineering-oriented OEK. A novel framework for acquiring engineering-oriented OEK from skilled technician's operations is presented, which can be used to elicit skilled technician's valuable, critical motion and intent. The framework constructs a completed knowledge acquisition process from skilled works' operation to the structured OEK. The theoretical contribution of this study is multifold. First, few researches articulate the engineering-oriented OEK and present quantitative acquisition method for this kind of knowledge. Our study attempts to propose operational definition of engineering-oriented OEK and structured acquire framework, which is innovation in the field of knowledge acquisition. Our acquisition framework covers the completed tacit knowledge transfer process, while traditional methods tend to focus on the particular aspect or phase of tacit knowledge acquisition. Second, our research provides the fundamentals for tacit knowledge sharing and reusing.
The research findings provide some important application for practitioners. Our method uses "the language of work" to describe the technician's operational process and provide the exact representation of technician's operational know-how. In addition, the convenience and standardization of our method facilitate application in the manufacturing enterprise. The OEK obtained from skilled technician can be replicated and reused within novices.
Future Work and Limitation.
There are some limitations in this study, which provide directions for future study.
One of the limitations is that knowledge engineers and technical professionals are involved in the knowledge acquisition process frequently. Too much human involvement may reduce the reliability of the acquisition method. However, some researchers argued that human involvement is indispensable for tacit knowledge acquisition. In the future, how to control the degree of human involvement in OEK acquisition will be studied. Moreover, the subtleties of human motion cannot be thoroughly described by the MODAPTS. In the future, how to identify the subtleties of human motion will be studied.
Though more and more manual operations have been replaced by robots, in some special manufacturing processes the manual working is still irreplaceable. Therefore, our study is valuable for manufacturing enterprises to acquire the critical operational know-how and improve the training of new employees. 
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